Initiation of treatment:

1) ___ In-chamber tcPO2 at first treatment.

2) Initial Hyperbaric Oxygen (HBO) treatment protocol (select one):
   - 2.0 ATA for 90 minutes. (If in-chamber tcPO2 is performed and shows O2 value <200 mmHg, titrate as high as 2.5 ATA to achieve at least 200mmHg O2. Notify physician if tcPO2 values fail to achieve at least 200 mmHg after 30 minutes at treatment pressure.) Suggested indications: diabetic foot wounds, compromised flaps/grafts, acute peripheral ischemia.
   - 2.5 ATA for 90 minutes with 10-minute air breaks at 30 and 60 minutes of treatment pressure. Suggested indications: radiation necrosis (soft tissue and bone), necrotizing infections, refractory osteomyelitis.
   - US Navy Treatment Table 6 OR ___ US Navy Treatment Table 5
   - CO Protocol (“Enhanced Weaver”) 3.0 ATA for 90 minutes with 10-minute air breaks at 30 and 60 minutes of treatment pressure. Goal is three dives within 24 hrs. May continue follow up dives for up to 10 treatments for persistent neuro sx. Other indications: Gas gangrene, peds/pregnant with CO poisoning.
   - Normal Weaver Protocol for CO if patient has seizure risk. 3.0 ATA for 60 min then 2.0 ATA for 90 minutes with air breaks.
   - Seizure protocol (prophylaxis or responding to event): 2.0 ATA for 90 minutes with 10 minute air break after 45 minutes at treatment pressure.
   - Other protocol __________________________________________________
   - Deviation from protocol is MD prerogative but rationale should be noted in record.

3) Maximum number of HBO treatments before re-order: ________

4) Standing medications (unless allergic)
   - Afrin nasal spray 2 puffs each nostril, before or after treatment, prn congestion or difficulty with ear equalization. **Do not use more than three consecutive days.**
   - Pseudoephedrine 30 mg PO before or after treatment prn congestion. **Do not give if any unstable cardiac issues.**
   - Tylenol 650 mg PO, before or after treatment, prn mild pain.
   - Glucose tabs 1-2 PO and/or food/juice prn blood sugar <120 pre-HBO

5) Cardiac monitor per policy. May monitor additionally per RN discretion.
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